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Silencebroken

Teri Anderson
ExecutiveEditor
Seattle University's newest

—

president Father Stephen
—
Sundhorg. SJ is on campus.
But. only until tomorrow.

He'll officially take office
sometime in the Spring. The
exact date will be determined
through theSU Boardof Trustees' and Father Sundborg's
mutual consent today.

The 55-year-old Jesuit has

Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
been on campus for the past
Stephen
Fattier
Sundhorg
weeks,
meeting with varitwo
administrators,
ous
Jesuits and
would retire in the fall. Father
Trustees.
keypriorities
His
on the visit Sullivan. 65, cited"his health"
know
these as one of his primary reasons
getting
have been
to
people and layingground work for leaving office.
According to SearchCommitto case his transition to office.
He also spent time trying to tee Chair Jim Dwyer, the complug into the issues he wants to mitteeidentifiedas many as 40
address as president and mak- Jesuits to take over office.
Eventually, though, the
ing plans for the cabinet's annual retreat in June.
search was narrowed to two
—
Father Sundborg was named candidates Father Sundborg
SU's 21st president lastDecem- and St. Louis University's Faber after a six month search by ther Michael Garanzini, SJ.
a trustee-appointed committee.
Both candidates visited the
The job opened last Spring campus in late November and
after President William early December to publically
Sullivan, SJ, announced he meet the universitycommunity.

Colonel MargaretheCammermeyer, thefirstopenly gay soldier tofight the military 'sban on gays, spoke about
her seven-yearjourneyfrom discharge to reinstatementby the U. S. Army. Shealso signed copiesofherhook
"Serving in Silence" at theBookstore yesterday.

Textbooks saddled
with higher prices

"Serving in Silence" author Margarethe
Cammermeyer shares her life story

.___,

Megan McCoid

Managing Editor
Seattle University students may
want to think twice before blaming
the campusbookstoretorhightext-

book prices.
A recent investigation by the
National Association of College
Stores names publishing companies as thereal culprits,citing that
many engage in a "dual discounting" process when selling their

books to retailers.
The result of this process is that
campus bookstores end up paying
—
higher prices than general ones
for the same book.
According to the Jan. 17 edition
ot TheChronicle ofHigherEducation, the NACS is accusing these

publishing houses of giving general bookstores,such asBarnesand
Noble or Waldenbooks.higherdiscounts

for textbooks than they do

for college and university bookstores.

StevenFord /

Nicole Kidder

StaffReporter

"What does my being gay
have to do with you?"
This was the question that ran

Also, publishers apply different
discounts based simply on theirintendeduse, theNACS alsoclaims.
If a particular book is meant to be a
trade book, meaning that it is pur-

through
Margarcthe
Cammermeyer's mind countless times during the 25 month
investigation concerning her

chasedfor generalinterest reading,
ageneralbookstore willgetasmuch
as 40 percent discounted from the
list price.
But ifa collegebookstore needs
to order the same book for a class'
required readinglist, thepublishers
will give only a 20 percent dis-

lesbian.
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involvementin the military as a
Colonel Cammermeyer, invited to campus by the Educational Programs Committee,
presenteda slide show andcivil
rights lecture yesterday in Pigott Auditorium.

Cammermeyer, a 23-year veteran of the military, has fought
against the controversial issue

of gays being allowed in the
military for almost ten years
now.

Cammermeyer began her lec-

Special to the Spectator

challenges in her life. She
joined the United States Army
to serve the eountry that she

loved sodearly, the country thai
turned her away once it found
out that she was gay.
Black Rights Movement, the
As a Vietnam soldier and
Women's Movement and end- healer, a recipientof the Bronze
ing with the struggle that gays Star and V.A. Nurse ofthe Ycai
and lesbians have in the world Cammermeyerbelievedthat he?
today.
unblemished career could savi
Jusllike theother groups that her.
During a routine interviewfoi
have been discriminated
against, she stresses thai all ho- a top-secret military clearanei
28,
mosexuals want is the right to on
1989
April
Cammermeyer
equal
society
be
in
and have
was asked ;
basic civil rights granted to question about homosexuality
Describing the experienceii
them.
As a military nurse and im- her book, "Serving In Silence.
migrant
from Norway.
Cammermeyer has laced many
See Colonel on page
ture and slide show with the
constitution, moving on to the
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NEWS
What to do with a Fine Arts degree

In the continuing series about what to do with your degree after
graduation, alumni will discuss the career possibilities witha degree
inFine Arts. The discussion will beheld today at noon in the Casey
Atrium.
Seminar prepsstudents for graduate school
TheGraduateRecords Examination,applyingfor and gettingrecommendations for graduate school as wellas strategies toget intoyour
schoolofchoice will bediscussedFeb. 26ina forum about graduate
school. FatherRobert Spitzer,SJ,andDr.Arthur Fisher willconduct
the discussion from noon to 1 p.m. in Schaefer Auditorium for all
students, interestedin graduate school.
Funds available for graduate presentation
TheOffice of the Provosthas made $5,000 available for graduate
student presentations or co-presentations of graduate student and
faculty. The money is available for presentations at conferences
between February and June 30, 1997.
The presentations must be at a state, national or international
conference toreceive funding. Applications can besubmitted to Dean
Sue Schmitt at the School of Education.
Pluralism project bringscultural films to campus
TheCulturalPluralism Project is sponsoring several films to promotediversity andmulticultural awareness. Theproject will sponsor
a showing of "The WomanNext Door" onMarch 5, "Thanh's War"
on April 9,and "The Gay Agenda"on May 21
For more information, as well as times and locations of film
showings, contactRoberta Castorani at 296-1995.

.

Strategic Enrollment discussions scheduled

TheSeattle Universitycommunity isinvited toparticipateindiscussionsessions regardingSU's StrategicEnrollment ManagementPlan.
The meetings are geared to provide informationand feedback to the
enrollment task force and Cabinet as they outline the university's
future enrollment strategy.
Meetings will beheldMarch 6and March 20in the Puget Power
RoomandMarch27 attheLaw School Thoseinterestedinobtaining
acopy of the draftofthe planor attendingameetingshould contact the
Officeof the Provost at 296-6160.

.

Training offered for prospectiverape relief counselors

Seattle Rape Relief is offering an eight week trainingprogram for
people whoareinterestedin becomingrapereliefcounselors ona24-hourcrisis line. The free training session will begininFebrary 1997.
Volunteers wouldprovide emotional supportand legalandmedical
advocacy for victims of sexual assault and their families. Formore
information,call Janet at325-553 1

.

MarquetteUniversityopens doors to Catholic schools
Marquelte University, a Jesuit university in Milwaukee, is now
acceptingapplications fromstudents at otherCatholic universitiesfor
its WashingtonInternshipProgram.
The program, which is operated through MarquetteUniversity's
Les AspinCenter forGovernmentinWashington,D.C.,isdesigned to
complement thecurriculumfound at Catholic schools withclassesin
political science, fine arts, theology and philosophy.
Theinternshipprogram offers fall, spring and summerenrollment
for students ofall disciplines. To request an application, call 1-800-544-1789.

Free computer courses available
Seattle University offersfreecomputer courses forstudents,faculty
and staffmembers.Theone-day classes,which typicallylast nolonger
than twohours,are taught on a variety ofsubjectsincluding internet
use, introduction and advanced classes for specific computer programs, and creating web pages.
For more information about the classes,call 296-5550.

Task force to help set SU
agenda for next decade
enhance campus life.

PeggyEaton

Flat-rate tuition, where students
NewsEditor
would pay a flat rate for taking
anywhere
from 12 to 18 credits,
New admissionsstandards, aflatalso
bein the cards for SU in
tuition rateand an on-campusresi- could
next
ten
years.
requirement
sophomores
for
the
dency
to Viscione, the adUniversity's
According
could be in Seattle
vantagestofiat-rate tuitionare great
crystal ball.
because students can expand the
The Strategic Enrollment
Management Task Force is
meetingthroughout theWinter Quarter to determine the
minority
university's forecast on academicprogram offerings, admissionspolicies, tuition, financialaidand studenthousing.
After collecting feedback
and completing its assessment, the task force will give
its recommendation to the
Cabinet on which way the
university's weather vane
will point for the next ten

Percent of

years. The Cabinet willthen

—

make a decision on various
issues. Acting Provost and ■
task force chair Jerry
Viscione expects the decision by

ateandundergraduatepopulations.
The task force will determine
whether these numbers shouldgo
up,down,orremain stable andrecommendadmissions strategies ac-

cordingly.
Another considerationis the advantages and disadvantages of in-

creasingenrollmentnumbers.

students at SU

Source: Seattle University Strategic EnrollmentPland Draft

type of courses they take without
The task forceis discussing varibeingpunished financially.
ous aspects of growth, including
"I really would encourage it,I the campus' limited physical size
Amongtheconsiderations for the
task forceis todeterminewhatrole would like to see it happen," and the potential to increase
on-campus residency should play Viscione said. "It allows students evening/weekend and distance
to broadentheireducation without learning courses.
in SU'seducationalefforts.
Distance learningcourses would
Currently the Seattle University paying more."
In addition, the task force will allow students to take classes from
MasterPlanincludes a proposal to
build a university apartment com- deliberateon the ethnic, racialand other institutions throughtheuseof
plex, whichwouldhouse 300 jun- religious makeup of the student new technology, such as video
body and what this balance should conferencing.
iors and seniors. A residency re'
"We reopento thatbecause techquirement similarto thecurrent rule look like in the coming decade.
Currently, minorities make up nology is advancing so that it's
for freshman is also being examsophomore
ined for students with
27.7 percent of SU's undergradu- possible," Viscione said
The taskforce willhold twomore
population andalmost 13 perate
status.
cent
of
graduate
population.
the
focus
sessionsoncampus inMarch,
Both of these options are being
explored to increase on-campus Catholic studentscompriseapproxi- as well as oneat the Law School in
activity and involvement and to mately one-thirdofboththe gradu- Tacoma March 27.
next year.

Conservation rewarded
Waste Watchers to keep an eye on
environmental efforts on campus
SHANE UPDIKE

Staff Reporter

Calling allChieftains: it's arace
without waste. Seattle University is
initiatinga competition toconserve
energy and to make campus more
environmentallyfriendly.
Starting in March, the Plant Ser-

vices Environmental Services Office will begin a new program to
encourage theSU community to be

more conscious of conserving resources.

Theprogram.called WasteWatchers, is designed to help students,

faculty andstaff tobemore awareof
the steps theycan take toreduce the
amount of resources they use.
According to David Broustis, the
EnvironmentalServices Coordinator, SU currently spends more than
$1,000,000 a year on utilities. The

goal of the conservation program is
toreduce theamount ofmoneyspent
onutilities by up to 10percent.
"In order to conserve energy on

campus, wewaHttoencouragepeople
to turn off lights in classrooms, officesanddormrooms whenthey will
be gone for more than two minutes," saidBroustis. "This,along
with doing things like turning off
computers when theyare not being
used,will helpreducethe amountof
energy used."
Other ideas that Broustis had to
conserve paper were to use both
sidesof thepaperwhenmaking copies andputting short memos on half
sheets ofpaper.
To encourage people on campus
to reallyget involved with the program, the Environmental Services
Office is going to have a contest.
Beginning in March, each separate buildingoncampus willbecompeting to see which canreduce the
most amount ofenergy.
Thebuildings withclassroomsand
offices will be competing against
each other, and the residence halls
will have a separatecompetition.

"We hope this competition will
get people excitedabout recycling

"

and conserving resources, stated
Broustis. "Not onlydo they have a
chance to win prizes, but they are
also helping SU to reduce its expenses and are helping the environment."
Prizes for the winning building
includeafree lunch foreverybodyin
the buildingoras2,sooproject from
Plant Services.
There willalsobe prizes for individuals whocome up with the best
ideas for conserving resources on
the SU campus.
The recycling office was able to
begin the program because of a
$6,000 grant from the Seattle Solid
Waste Utility to helppromote waste

News
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Student lobbies in Olympia for financial aid
Meghan Sweet

Staff Reporter

This January, Patty Linehan
wrotea letter toacting SeattleUniversity President

John Eshelman
asking if the
school planned to
do any lobbying
onbchalfof financial aidereform
Less than a
month later, she
found herself

standing in front
ofthe Washington
slate legislature.
ASSU non-traditional representativeLinehanhas
longbelieved that
WashingtonState
Need
Grants

priations Committee on February
5.

submit proposals to the state for

anduniversities receiveadditional

successful, increases in Washing-

Earlierthis year,SU Directorof
Financial AidJim White waslookingfor a student to lobby on behalf

their budgets," said Linehan, who
spoke between two officials from
Pacific Lutheran University.
Linchan's major concern is that
the majority of funds available
through the Washington State Need
Grants program are given to stu-

assistance from the state in that
those institutions are state subsidized and therefore cost lest to
attend than independent schools.

ton State Need Grants for those
attending four-year colleges and
universities could be good to anyone inLinehan'sposition, includat Seattle
versity.

/ t's exciting for
me because I'm
majoring in
Public
Administration
andthis is my

more financial

field.

Patty Linehan,

should be more

ASSU NONTRADITIONAL

available to stuREPRESENTATIVE
dents attending
four-yearcolleges
volunand universities.
teeredherself for the job.
She was ableto voicethese con"Thepresidents ofsix state unicerns in front of the state Appro- versities and colleges appeared to

Besides
achieving

[ore

Thestate wants toput the focus
on that stepping stone, getting an
AA degree from a two-year com-

couldmake private
institutions more

accessible

able funds.

munity college. They hope that
the students will then go on to
finish their educations at a fouryear institution. Unfortunately,
this policy leaves out those who
have already made the commitment to attend a four-year institution," Linehan said.
Linehan is looking for a "more
equitabledistribution"betweenthe
funds allocated for two and fouryear institutions.
"Right now,ifyougo toaninde-

Kpays

to-

tal allowance for

need
grants in-

crease.

Mandy Matzke / Spectator

Patty Linehan

Speaking for about threeminutes before
the committee,Linehan used her-

pendent institution, theonly financial assistance you can get from
the state is through the need grants
and state work study," Linehan
said.
People whoattend statecolleges

selfasa personalexampleof someone receiving a need grant and
attending an independentuniversity.
If lobbyingsuch as Linehan's is

ASSU Executive Vice
President Katie Dubik sits
with a card written for '$>
RandomActsofKindnessDay
lastThursday.Theday, which
coincided with Valentine's
week, was set aside to
celebratekindness. Cookies,
roses, and hot cocoa were
given away in the Chieftain
and people had the
opportunity to decorate a
cupcake for their valentine.
The event was sponsored by
ASSU, the Volunteer Center,
Alianza, Native American
Student Council,Habitatfez
Humanity, Pre-Health Cluok
Asian Pacific Studerr
Islander
Studentjml
Organization and the Art

RYAN NISHIO/ PHOTOEDITOR

Master Plan forum to discuss expansion
#y^ MADISON
*~
CUTS
(206) 292-1101
LLOYD STOKES

By AppointmentMon. -Fri. 7-5
Call for student discounts.

1101 Madison, Lobby
CornerMadison & Boren

Seattle, WA 98104

(206)292-1101

ated a master development plan

In addition to building the Law
Staff
the university must also
Ifapproved, this
parking.
increase
Seattle Universityplans to grow
will come through an enlarged
—
in a big way seven buildings, a institution. Anychanges made will parking lot and a parking garage.
skybridgc across James Streetand have an effect on the community.
Theother proposedadditions ina new parking lot within the next
The plan came about specifi- clude: the University Center,Plant
cally because of SU's 1994 Services Building, Tennis Facilty,
ten years.
Tonight, the university will a acquistion ofthe LawSchool.The the Chapel and a Joint UseBuildpublic meeting to discuss these LawSchool must be relocated to ing.
plans andhear what the surround- the main campus because the
Administrators have spend the
for the university.
The plan is requiredby the city
since SU is considered a major

ingcommunity thinks aboutit.
The meeting, which is open to
anyone, starts at 7 p.m. in the
Stimson Room in the library.
Last year,SU administratorsere-

School,

Tacoma campus' lease expires in

past year working on the plan by

1999.

gatheringcommunity response.
The plan is expected to be presented to the Seattle City Council
in March for final approve.

This will mean an additional
students will be coming to
the campus.
1,000

to

lower-income students. The grants
alleviate much of
the debt which is
accumulatedwhen
forhis/her
cation through
loans.

Linehan
would also
like to see
theamount
of
the

state's

need

its for students

Kindness inspired by random acts

Spectator News

tmany

amore equitabledistribution
of avail-

dentsattending two-yearcolleges.

The wholeexpe-

rience of lobbying
wasa'so a learning
experience for
Linehan, whostated,"It was exciting for me because I'm majoring
in Public Administrationand this
is my field."
Andthisisjust the beginningfor
Linehan.
Besides a desire to begin a let-

ter-writing campaign with other
students, Linehan hopes to meet
individually with staterepresenta-

tives todiscussthe matterin detail.

Trustees to
decide on
budget in
meeting
today
SpectatorNews

Staff
Seattle University Acting President John Eshelman will propose
cuttingapproximately 20 jobstoday
at the Board of Trustees quarter
meeting.

Thejobswillbeeliminated intime
forthe 1997-98 school year.
If approved, the cuts willsaveSU
nearly $1 millionin costs. For students,it willmeanonlya 3.9percent
tuition increase, the lowest in 25
years.
Money won't be the only thing
talkedabout.
The trustees willalsodecide when
Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ, will
offically take over as SU's president.
FatherSundborghasbeenoncampus for the past two weeks meeting
withadministrators,Jesuits andtrustees.

Other itemsonthe meetingagenda
include:

"

deciding what professors

will be granted tenure.
"
choosing whowillbegiven
honorarydegreesat this year' scommencementceremonies.
"
finding out what's going

on with inUniversitySports' transition from an NAIA program to a
NCAA division three one.

"

reviewing plans for SU's

chapel dedication.
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Disability specialist
becomes director
shaundra l.
Jackson

Staff Reporter
Even though she is sick with
a cold, Carol Schneider refuses
to let it get in the way of helping students.
Schneider

time."
As the Learning Center Director, Schneider will oversee
work that is done for academic
assistance and disability services.

Learning

Centerdirector.

Prior to
taking this
position Jan.
2,

1997,

Schneider
was the Dis-

ability Specialist at the
Learning
Center.

When the
former director of The
Learning
Center,
Zak i y a
Stewart, took

maintaining a student-centered
atmosphere and makingherself
accessible to students.

"I hope the students will use
our services and let us know
how we can be more helpful to

"Because of her knowledge

them."
Born and raised in Seattle,

Carol
is
sensitive to

Carol Schneider graduated with
a bachelor's degree from the
University of Washington in
1972.

was recently
appointed as

Seattle
University's

Class schedule
catalog goes

just wanted to
I
be part of the
process. I
see
this position as
really big
challenge and
I'm sure it will
keep me busy
for a long time.

the needsof
everyoneon

campus,"
stated

From there, she went on to
earn her master's at San Francisco State University in 1975.

Before coming

to

Seattle

Univeristy, Schneider was the

baraCrader.

Sara

director of the tutoring program
for the LearningDisability Association of Washington. Here
she matched students with tutors and monitored their indi-

Teraoka, an

vidualprogress.
As a disabilities specialist,

SU student

Schneider

met

with disabled

students to see what kinds of
support they

Carol
Schneider,
Learning Center
Director

need and tried

to

said execute action based on this

Schneider
is,

"very

evaluation.
This entailed movingclasses

big challenge and I'm sure it

helpful, to another room if a classroom
pleasant is not wheelchairaccessibleand
and under- getting books on tape for the
standing of blind.
students.
Student disabilities that
She has lots Schneider has worked with inof ideas, and can project her clude learningdisabilities such
as dyslexiaanddifficulty readfeelings out to everyone."
said,
ing,
Schneider
"The Learnchronic health problems,
ing Center is there to support mobility disabilities and senstudents academically and in sory disabilities includingblind
and hearingimpaired students.
any way they can."
With students as her top pri"It's fun to make it easier on

will keep me busy for a long

ority, Schneider'sgoalsinclude

a faculty position at Pa-

cific Oaks
University, Schneider saw her
chance to make a broader impact on SU.
"I just wanted to be a part of

the process," Schneider said.
"I see this position as a really

the students," Schneider said.

Textbooks:publishers, not bookstores,
call the shots on retailprices
From \)a%e 1

confirmed
thatdiscounts

count.

do indeed
vary between

Those publishing companies in
questionare generally smaller ones,
such as Cambridge, Oxford, Columbia and Yale presses. The
NACS is threatening a lawsuit
against these publishers,claiming
thatthe "dualdiscounting" violates
anti-trusl laws that prohibit price
fixing.
However, according to the
Chronicle,these publishinghouses
claim that Iheir discounting processis by nomeans illegal,andthat
thestores don't understandthe way
in whichthe book discounts work.
SU's bookstore can be counted
amongthe victimsofthis discountingprocess,as it is a memberof the

NACS.
But Keith Wallem, Assistant
Manager of the SU Bookstore, is
surprised by the investigation and
pending lawsuit.
"I thought it (dual discounting)
wascommonknowledge,"Wallem

remarked. "Idon't think it's really
amatter ol unlaircompctition. Any
store off-campusexperiencesit."
Wallemisinvolvedwith thebook
purchasing process firsthand, and

stores.

According
to Wallem,

the SU Bookpurchases books
store

fromallofthe
publishing
houses in
question.The
storereceives

the same 20
percent discount that is
pointedout in

the NACS investigation.
The pub-

high tech
YONGHEE KIM

StaffReporter

Students tangled in
schedulingconflicts can
now findahelpinghand
on the web.
lne schedule ot classes, previously only

The online site is available through the SU homepage at http://
www.seattleu.edu/regis/registra.htm.
The new high tech version of the class schedule offers several
benefits for students, according to Registration AssistantPatricia
Ring. She alsopointedout that the online siteiseasier for students
to access and has more up-to-date information on recent class
changes than the printed version may not have.
Currently,onlyoneversionof theclassschedule catalogisprinted
andstudentsareoften unawareofschedulechangesafter the printed
schedule comes out. The online version shows these changes
immediately.
Yet while the classupgrade will allow students to view the class
schedule while surfing the internet, it will not allow students to
register forclasses whileonline. Students must still go through the
same process to register using the Touch O' Class registration
system.

All students eligible to register for the 1997 Spring Quarter are
encouraged to see advisers during advising week, which is from
Feb.17toFeb.19. Advising week isespeciallyimportant for those
departments which have advising holds, since theTouch 0' Class
system is available exclusively to designated advisers in those
departments.
All students shouldhavereceived a registration appointment by
mail. The appointment time is determined by the class level of
students and the number of credits students have successfully
completed at the time appointmentsare assigned. Theregistration
appointment assignsaspecificdayandtimefor students tocomplete
registration. Students may call attheirappointmenttimeorany time
thereafter,but not before.
A message printed on the appointment card reading "hold" is
advance warning for students so the holdcan be removed before
their assignedregistration time.
Inorder toaccommodatealltheregistrationappointmentsneeded,
studentsmayreceive appointments after 5:00p.m.during the weeks
of February 20 toMarch7. Thetouch-tone system willbeavailable
for special hours during this time.
TheTouchO*Class registration system willbeavailable Sundays
throughFridays March9 to April 7 from7:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for
those students whodid not advance register or who wish to adjust
theirschedule.
TheSpring 1997 Schedule ofClasses and touch-tone registration
worksheets are now available. Undergraduatesmay pick up their
materials in the University services Building and graduates will
receive their materials by mail.
Spring Quarter tuition is due on March25.
unnecessary.

"Class adoptions (of books) are
Mandy Matzke

/ Spectator
topurchase

Students return to these shelves quarterly
required books with hefty price tags set by textbook

by nomeans a sure sale," Wallem

said. "But itis safer."

According to the Chronicle, this

Wallemaddsthat thispractice of
"dual discounting" does not really
reflect upon the prices that the SU
pensive tomake,and generalbook- Bookstore charges.
stores generally shy away from
"It wouldneeda higher thanusual
buying them. Only a significant text discount to lower the price,"
discount willconvince thesebook- Wallem said. "Idoubtthat it would
stores to take the risk.
happen very often."
College bookstores areofalower
The SU Bookstore sells their
risk whenit comesto textbook sales books at theretail pricethatis set by
and will more readily buy such thepublisher evenbefore anybuyer

is because textbooksare more ex-

discountis applied,Wallemstated.

lishers cited
in theinvesti-

publishers.

gationclaim theyhavegoodreason
to maintain such a difference in
discounting. Compared togeneral
interest books, whichcomprise the
bulk of the stock of general bookstores, textbooksare a higher-risk
sale.

books, making an addeddiscount

avauame in printed

form,isnow accessible via theInternet.

"If the book is priced at $18.95,
thenit gets sold at $1 8.95," he said.
It is only rarely, such as with
literature texts, that students can
find the titles they needfor cheaper
prices at a general bookstore.
"For themost part,(lowerprices)
aren't done," Wallemexplained.
TheNACS investigation, which
began in December of last year,
will continue until April. After
that, the association will decide
whether ornot to pursue a lawsuit.
SU is not a specified party to
either the investigation or the proposed lawsuit.
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Rocking the night away sock-hop style
Annual RHA event turns back the
clock with 1950s theme dance
Stephanie lum

StaffReporter
Love still lingered in the air
after Valentine's Day during
Shaft Saturday night.
Over 400 students met their
mystery Shaft dates, got decked
out in semi-formal attire and

boogied down in
thePaccar Atrium

Just last July, RHA advisor
Ron Prestridge attended the
wedding of a Seattle University couple whose first date was
the 1993 Shaft Dance.
The third annual Shaft dance

the clock back with old hits
such as "Do the LocoMotion"
and "Twist andShout." Barros
also played a few slow jams

turned

playing, the dance floor was
always packed," sophomore

out to

be another suc-

cess. It was held for the first
time in the Paccar Atrium.
In 1995, RHA changed the

for the love birds.
"No matter what tunes were

Damon Schmidt said.
Crowds of energized stu-

location of the dance fromCam-

dents flashed their Shaft tickets at the entrance and raced

forRHA's annual

room to the

formal

newly built

downstairs to hit the dance
floor at 9 p.m.
A mix of '50s tunes and
popular dance music, dangling
black records, a cut-out of
James Dean,and a giant poster
of a red Chevy transformed
the atrium into a retro dance
fest.

dance.

This year's theme

was

"Rock
Around
the
Clock."

No matter
what tunes
were playing,
the dance

cording to
Prestridge,

The Residence
use a potted
palm tree to
Hall Association
thought of the
Shaft YourRoomFather Pat Conroy, one of
was
ing the first the Shaft chaperones,strutted
mate Dance years
ago as an opporaround in astylin' '50s outfit,
tunity for roomcomplete with slicked back
mates to "shaft"
hair and thick black-rimmed
glasses,blending with the '50s
each other on
Damon
scene.
blind dates. IdeSchmidt,
ally, couples are
Couples and groups of
cated people
set up by roomat the door.
friends journeyed back in time
Sophomore
mates or friends.
There were to Pigott's second floor and
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
Part of the exno problems primped up for a fun photo
citement surrounding Shaft is controllingwaterleaks or alco- shoot in-front of a juke box Senior Frankie Ferraro and FatherPatConroy, SJ, travelback to the
not knowing until the night of hol this year; the only real ac- and ice cream parlor settings. 1950s at Shaft Saturday. This year's dance, titled 'Rock Around the
the dance who you are paired tion took place on the dance
Sweaty danced-out couples Clock,'featured a jukeboxand a recreatedice creamparlorsetting.

floor

always
packed.

with.
Yet, historically, the

blind
dates have not "shafted"
couples, but done just the opposite.

floor.

fueled up with assorted fresh

Disc jockeyDaveBarros spun
out popular jams such as
"YMCA," "Celebration Time"
and "Electric Slide,"and turned

fruits and punch, and a sweet
tooth's dream come true was
just two steps away to an ice
cream sundae table complete

with an array of toppings.
Couples were reminded to
pick up freeold-fashioned Shaft
Coca-Cola glasses on the way

out.

"Shaft was awesome," junior Melica Chambers exclaimed.

Cammermeyer: Colonel's civil rights struggle rocked military
From page 1

the only thing she thought she
could. She told the truth.

she stated, "Curiously, Idon't
According to Cammermeyer,
remember the exact wording, she believedthat the Constituthough the question would tion that she had sworn to dechange my life. Ireally had no fend as a soldier and a nurse
idea that day in 1989 what the would protect her in return,beconsequences of my honesty cause she had served it for 23
could possibly be."
years withall the heart and dediFeeling as if she had no con- cation she had in her.
trol over the situation, she did
But it did not. After two and

a half years of investigations,
Cammermeyer was dismissed
from the army on June 1 2, 1992.
That same day, she headed
straight to her lawyer and filed
a suit in court against the United
States military.
Shebelieved that by challenging their decision, she could
makethem see the error oftheir
ways, couldmake them see that

Cammermeyer unconstitutional

now works as a nurse with the
WashingtonNational Guard and
is a strong advocate of gay
rights. She lives in Seattle and
has a very strong, loving relationship with herpartner ofnine
years and her four sons from
her previousmarriage.

and she was reinstated to her
former position.
Receiving a call from the in-

lence" was made into an NBCTV movie that was producedby

she was fit to serve her country,
as she had been for the past 23
years, before the officials knew
about her sexuality.
Finally, in July of 1994, the
court declared the military's
discharge
to
decision
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dividual
that
championed her
discharge, she was
welcomed back to
her position and
told that she had
"never been discharged" and the
whole "incident"
should be lorgotCammcrmcycr

Her book, "Serving In SiBarbara Streisand and starred
GlennClose and Judy Davis in
February 1995.
"For me, coming out of the
closet to admit that Iwas a lesbian was a huge risk," commentedCammermeyer. "It was
a risk because I
could have lost
my children,my job,my friends
and even my patients. Iwas
alienated because Isaid four
words: 'I AM A LESBIAN!'"

Leek fcr

The Spectator
cnlinc
Click on the SeattleUniversity homepage

or
www.seattleu.edu/student/spec/main.htm
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It s pop quiz time. You don Ineed a pencil or paper lor this
test, and it is probably best to be discreet when taking it.
Look at yoursell. your entire body.
Are you a man or a woman r
Are you sure r
This is the basic question that
transgendcred activist Kate
Bornstein brings up in her onewoman show "Cut 'n' Paste," performedMonday at Seattle University. The show is a compilation of

outtakes from her various other
shows and a step toward her missionof radicallyaltering thegender
systemof classification

Bornstein, who has written four
books, performed in several plays

"Cut 'n'
Paste,"

and contributed essays to various
periodicals,has been a woman for
seven years.
However, she is a woman only
by law, not in her mind.
'T yeput mylife togetherby seeing what fit, what didn't fit,"

a showabout sex changes

Bornstein announced to her class-

"The Amazing Academic Gender

room audience."Man or woman,

Quiz,"containinga seriesofoften-

black or white,universityorchurch.
Why do wehave to be one or another?"
The cruxofBornstein'sact wasa
processthat involved the audience.
She had pre-selected "test monitors"handout bluepamphletscalled

H

Molly McCarthy / Spectator

KateBornstein. who doesnot identify asamanora woman,performsduringher life-based show, "Cut
'
"
'n Paste.

amusingmultiple choice and other
questions, carefully arranged to
develop a method of selfanalyzation
The firstseveralsectionsinvolved
the differentperspectives involved
ingendcrroles.andhowfcelingsof

masculinity and femininity change
in thecompany ofdifferent people.
"Ifthereisanyone who sees themselves as the perfect male, whohas

never questioned their masculinity
andhasneverhadanybody tellthem
thatthey arenot completely masculine, Iwant that person to remain
standing and everybody else sit

down,"Bornstein commanded dur-

ing a sit-and-stand exercise.

Theentire audience sat down.
Sherepeated theprocess forfemininity, asking for anyone who saw
themselves as an ail-Americanfemale whohas neverhad that femininity questionedto stand up. No-

body stood.

Bornstein first developed her

ideas of gender after her own sex
change,or"genital conversionsurgery"as she derisivelyremembers
others having called it. Having
neverfelt that she entirely fulfilled
the requirements for being a man,

See Bornstein on page 7
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R.musical
J.Tancitalentocoproveshis
intwoplaceatonce
byplaying

ADRIANA JANOVICH

StaffReporter

thetheater.
"Besidestheobvious success ofthe show,thekids toldmeIwas
their mentorandthat they'dneverforget the show.It wasoneofthe
most exciting things that has everhappened to me," R.J. said.
Tancioco, whose roots lie in the Chinese, Filipino and
Spanish cultures, was bornin Manila, the Philippines. There,
his parents forced him and Joseph to take piano lessons from
their grandmother for two years.
"She opened my eyes to the concept of playing an instru-

ment," he said.

Thebrothers attendedanall-boys privateJesuitschool where
they learnedChinese,English and Tagalog.
Tancioco remembers it was not uncommon for the upper
middle class to employ servants.
"My life was so sheltered. Igot driven to school by our
chauffeur and then driven back to the house. After school,I
played withmy cousins," Tancioco said.
He enjoyed the music of Menudo and even saw them in

Seattle University juniormarketingmajor R.J.
Tanciocohas aproblem. He cannotsay no togood
musicalopportunities.
Tancioco,21, on a merit-based music scholarship to SU, worked on two musicals simultaneously this quarter because of his problem.

concert withhis brotherand theirnannies.
"Iloved them to death!" Tancioco exclaimed. "They

were
such a hit in the Philippines."
LeaSalonga,whois the voiceofJasmine in "Aladdin,"also
impacted Tancioco.
"Sheisoneyearolderthanme.lt'sgreattoseeaFilipinowho
started out as a kid in the Philippines and is now a worldrenownedperformer,"Tanciocoexplained.
In 1985, Tancioco, whohas been aU.S. citizen sincehe was
17, moved to Seattle withhis familyto joinrelativesin taking
part in American opportunities and independence.
"It wasa change inculture. There was no nanny to pick up
after me," he laughed.
It took about twoyears togrow accustomed to theAmerican
way of life,but Tanciocostill remembers his homeland.
"My parents always keep the Filipino fire burning in the
house," he said,referring tohis family's traditionalvaluesand
religious beliefs.
"Our parentscome to every show," Joseph added.
When he was 12 and a student at Saint Joseph's, Tancioco
began to teachhimself how to play the piano.
Tancioco graduatedfrom Seattle PrepHigh School in 1994

"Ican't ignore the impact ofmusic in my life,"
he said."Sometimesit's a bad thing becauseIget

burned out,but Iloveit!"
Tanciocoisplayingkeyboards for"Tapestry,"a
musicalrevue ofthe worksofCaroleKing, which
is now nearing theendofitsplanned six-weekrun
at the Center Stage on Mercer Island. The show
features 38 of King's songs performed by six
singers and dancers, including "I Feel the Earth
Move" and "You've Got a Friend."
Theshowhas alreadyprovedto bea successand
was recently extended for another week until
March 2. Tancioco has been promoted to the
honor ofplayinggrandpiano for the extension.
Last August, "Tapestry" director Steve
Tompkins asked Tancioco tomusic-direct, which
includes learning,teaching and orchestrating all
the music for a production. Tancioco accepted
without realizing SU's "Showtunes" would be
runningduring the same time.
"Ithought it wouldbelater inMarch,"explained

andcreditsthebulkofhis musical training toJohn Lang,one of
his teachers.
"Hemademe accompanyfortherehearsalsandthenjumpup
on stageand perform," he remembers.
Tancioco saidhis most memorablerole wasplayingJoseph
in "Joseph and the TechnicolorDreamcoat" at Seattle Prep.
"It gave me a lotof self-confidence,"he said.
Recently, Tancioco, wholives in an apartment in Bellcvue,
boughthimselfausedupright pianoeventhoughhehasa baby

Tancioco, whohas participated in "Showtunes,"

since its beginning five years ago. The annual
concert is a compilation ofBroadway music performedby the SU chorale.

He facedthe dilemmaof tellingTompkins that

grand piano at his parents' house.

the two showsconflicted. Although he couldnot
"I couldn'tlive withoutit," he said.
music-direct "Tapestry," he still wanted to be a
This spring, Tancioco plans to work on Seattle Prep's propart ofit.
duction of "Little Shop of Horrors" and SU's production of
"Subject to Fits" withhis brother Joseph.
Tancioco spent his time running from one reRyanNishio / Photo Editor
hearsal to the next before he realized there was
He is also currently workingona project called "Palisade"
another problem.Three "Tapestry"performances R. J. Tancioco, front, andhis brother Josephface the wall, a symbolic
with Joseph Tancioco andDonaldMabbott,an SU journalism
"
major. It is a musical about a fortrcsscd city whoseinhabitants
conflicted with "Showtunes" performances. featureof theplay they arehelping to collaborate on, "Palisade.
Tancioco had to hire a substitute to play the keyboards for his
Hehas workedon "Showtunes" all five years that it was in have neverseen the othersideofthe walls.Tanciocohopes to
"Tapestry"performances whilehe performed in"Showtunes" production. He also performed in "The Frogs" and played see it producedat the Village Theatre this summer.
onFebruary 8 and9 at Seattle University.
secondkeyboard, wrote the harmony,and helpedproduce the
"We're a good team. We work like a puzzle together,"
direct,
given
to
do
it.
I
was
to
opportunity
"City
"I had
the
CD for
Kid."
Tancioco said.
choreograph, music-direct, and perform a song1arranged of
Last summer, R.J. Tanciocohad the opportunity to musicTancioco hopes toone day owna theaterandrun it himself.
'Joseph and the Technicolor Dreamcoat' and 'Jesus Christ direct a youth production of "Joseph and the Technicolor
In the meantime, "I am trying to pacemyself and schedule
do
Superstar.' Icouldn'tsay no!" explained Tancioco, who has Dreamcoat"at the VillageTheatre.The showbrokerecordsfor things so that they don'tuse thesame sideofmyself whenI
sung with the SUchoirand chamber choirthe past three years. mostattendedperformances andmost sold-out performances at shows simultaneously."
"Thisis not the firsttimethishas
happened," he continued.
Last quarter, Tancioco worked
on three productions while taking
17 credits at SU. He rehearsed for
fication based ona revelation she fies as areal manor a woman.
but helpful, and Bornstein gradupage 6
"Showtunes" while actingin "The
"They use this real man and ally began speaking in a higher
had while eating a box ofpretzels.
Frogs"atSUandplayingkeyboard Bornsteindecided that,shemust be
Printed on the back of the box was woman thing as a threat," she pro- pitch...then on a more modifying
for "City Kid," a modern musical, better suited to the other option. theUSFoodandDrugAdministra- tested. "Itisnever considered that scale ofpitch...in shorter breaths...
at the Village Theatre inIssaquah.
Exceptshecouldnot fulfil 1theother tionfood pyramid. Shelikened the the person tellingyou this is not a finally with qualifiers at the end of
Tancioco' solder brotherJoseph, option either.
pyramid tosociety at the very top realmanor womaneither."
every scntence-atlast,shesounded

Bornstein: questioninggender classifications
from

-

23,shares

the samelove ofmusic.

"Music has beenpart of my life
since Iwas akid. Everyone in the
family sings or plays an instrument," saidJoseph, whograduated
from SU in 1996 with a double

degree in theology and humanities.

Like his brother, Joseph has a
problem saying no to musicalopportunities.
"If a goodopportunity comes
up,I
can't say no," he said.
Josephhasworkedfor ayearand
a half withonly a one-week break
when it snowedin December.

"Ido notbelieve Iwasever inthe of that pyramid is the person with
wrongbody," Bornstein said dur- the most power, a position attaininganinterview withtheLavender able only through the right distincReader. "Idon't believe there is a tions.
right bodyfor agender.It wasonly
"I'm not safe to hang out with,
afterI
thought not if you want to be up there,"
had mysurgery thatI
thisdoesn' t workeither. Manymore Bornstein joked, gesturing to the
people are opting for neither male peak ofher pyramid drawing.
or female and opting for, we11...
In developing the theory further,
have, it's the right Bornstein inferred that the perwhatever body I
body for me, whatever my gender ceivedideal of thedistinctions used
expressionis."
to define gender whichinclude
This identity of gender as some- ethnicity,age,religion andeducathingpersonal has ledBornstein to tion are often a measurementof
develop a system offender classi- whetheror notaperson truly quali-

-

Althoughmuchof"Cut VPaste"
remains focused on this theme of
fighting traditional classifications,
Bornstein does not limit herself to
the crusade. Some of her performance wasananecdotallook at the
experience of coping with a sex
change.
In her opening act, Bornstein
described one of the reasons that
shebegan to doubt genderclassifications. Shortly after the surgery,
she took voice lessons to speak in
the natural voice ofa woman. The
voice instructor was taken aback

like astereotypical bimbo.
Bornstein quickly ended those
lessons (although she now speaks
as anormal woman).
Inanother act,Bornstein plays a
fictional incarnationofher mother,
showingthe agonyof coping witha
sonwhohas changedgenders after
going through life with the understanding that men are better, and
the difficult acceptance of that
change.
"Whatdoesitmatter?" Bornstein
asks as themother. "Istilllove you
because you are my child."
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"Hard Eight" craps out

El^pp^uiug

Resident author, poet
and teacher to speak
'

SheilaBender,Seattle University s owndistinguished writer-inresidence will read from her poetry and prose as well as offer

guidance to those interested in creative writing. Her latest books
include, "Writing the Personal Essay," "How to Shape your Life
Experience for the Page and The Writers Journal" and "Forty
Writer's andTheirJournals."Ms. Bender willsign books after the
reading whichis scheduled for7:30p.m. in theCampion Ballroom.
For more information, please call Rose at 296-5420.

"

Photo

John (John C. Reilly) gets a stakefrom Sydney(PhillipBakerHall) in ascenefrom "Hard Eight.

Donald Mabbott

Arts andEntertainment
Editor

I
vant to suck your
birthday cake..."

Stories arenice.
Not all stories must have a begin-

The infamous "Dietz Dracula" celebratesthe 100th anniversary
ofBram Stoker's novel at the Empty Space Theatre.StevenDeitz'
stunning adaptation utilizes a wide range of stage techniques to
interpret this vivid,action-packedstory. A native of Seattle, Dietz
has drawn a nation-widefollowingand has produced at more than
80 regional theaters as well as off-Broadway.While most interpretations playup symbolism and metaphorof theinfamousCount, to
Dietz the actual being is the most hauntingthing: a brilliant seductive fanged beast waiting to suck the blood from your throat. The
Empty Space is just over inFremont and features a "Pay What You
CanNighf'fortheirMarch 1performance.Forshowtimesand ticket
information, call the Empty Space at 547-7500.

"Twelfth Night" Reminder
Don't forget to getin line forticketstosee'TwefthNight-or- What
you Will." The SU Drama Department openingof Shakespeare's
popular comedy is Monday,Feb. 24 and runs through March 2nd.
Get your tickets at the Fine arts office or call 296-5360.

" Mark Tillie

courtesy of

lectivebuttafterthe first 45minutes

recognizes Sydney as a murderer,

have mercilessly plodded by.
Paltrowplays Clementine, a desperate and slightly psychotic wait-

JohnandClementine fall inlove and

ress/hookerin Reno. She is not the

hand at "art shots" to break up this
alreadysoggypacebut unfortunately,
itcomes across as someonetrying to
break up the pace with "art shots."

somebody gets hurt realbad.

Anderson sporadically tries his

central character.
Jackson plays Jimmy, a sleazy
Maybe it's old fashioned think- Reno casino employee.Heis not the
ing, but stories that are really nice main character either.
The violence and blue language
Eight"
have at least oneof these elements.
cannot
even carry this filminto the
figure
Thecentral
in"Hard
"Hard Eight," a new film from is Sydney, an aging professional new slough of "violent but clever"
Rysher Entertainment, does not fit gamblerportrayedwith veins ofice films.The Tarentino'softhis world
into the "really nice"category.
by filmandTV veteranPhillipBaker have nothing to fear on that front.
Actually, it doesn't lit into any Hall.
What will save"Hard Eight" is
"Hard Eight"is a gambling term the shrewd business savvy of its
category.
As a feature filmdebut for writer- usedwhileplaying"craps"and...oh... producerRobert Jones.Jones' creddirector Paul Thomas Anderson,
..."craps"is agame usingtwodice itsinclude "Sirens"and "TheUsual
"HardEight" willbecalled asuccess in which a person throws a pair of Suspects."
because hegot it inthecan (finished dice, and people including the
Thiskind ofclout gives Jones the
it) and people will go to see it.
moxy to hire on two top nameslike
"shooter" bet on the outcome.
Forthemostpart,people willgo to
Inthe story,Sydney befriendsJohn Paltrow and Jackson to make sure
see this movie because of themis- (John C. Reilly)who's a little down the film wins in the "dollars" colleading, albeit flashy, trailer or be- onhisluck. For noapparent reason, umn.
cause it containshot propertiessuch Sydney stakes John with $150 anda
This film will,
as GwynethPaltrowandSamuelL. trip back intoLas Vegas tohelp get
BEGIN as agood trailer, wind up
ning,middleand an end.

Jackson.
Whatever the reason, paying audiences will be checking their collective watchor adjusting theircol-

him back on his feet.

as a...

Two years later, the twohave left
theirmarkonVegas andsincemoved
on to Reno. It is here that Jimmy

MIDDLEot theroadsuccess and..
ENDuponthevideoshelf. now,
isn't that nice?

.

"Shine" glows with more than just Oscar hopes
Susan Meyers

Staff Reporter

Success is an interesting phenomenon in today's culture.
It can not only define an
individual's place in society, but
also who they are. They identify
themselves by a career; what they
do becomes what they are.
"Shine" is the true story of one
man's success against seemingly
insurmountable odds, to becomea
spiritedindividual.Thistells us thai
success does not mean money or
career, success means survival of
the human spirit.
Inthis film, (nominated for Best
Picture. Best ActorandBest Direclor) Geoffrey Rush plays David a
pianoprodigy from boyhood who
isdriveninsaneby a maniacal,possessive father.
David's father is a Holocaust
h

' '
■

II

"Shine" is the scene during which
insanity and genius meet at a per-

siblc for bothcultivating David's talent and squashing

it

formance in London.
'
Davidplays Rachmaninoff s 3rd
Concerto, apiece his father loves

.

His obsession
for his son tobe the
best succeeds and
David is recognized as a genius.
But ultimately
this leads to
David's madness
and his inabilityto

buthis collegeprofessor warnshim
that onlyatruemastercan conquer
the passion of the complicated

piece.
Two emotional melodies battle
throughout the performance, at
times liltingly and at other times
violently,reflecting theunresolved

play orperformany

tensions between David and his

further.
Both lather and
son (as adolescent
and adult) arc excellently acted, re-

father.

vealingthetensions
of a father-son relationship gone

haywire.
Perhaps themost

'

Noah Ta\lor as a \oitng David Helfgott in Slunc.
l

As David plays the piece, the
tension mounts, sounding as furiousas a father and sontrying to live
vicariously througheach other.
Hereis wheretheaudiencegets a
glimpse of real creative genius.
When the performance is finished, David collapses.
Theaudienceis left drained,con-

feels, what a flowofpurecreativity
is at its most intense moment; that
moment just alter creation.
The rest of the movie centers
around David's long road toward
recovery up to the true test of his

successes.
This comes only when David
begins to liveand play forhimself
insteadof his father.
It is not the genius that defines

himbut his ability

toseparatefrom

his father, survive as an individual
and define his own genius.
Thisistheuniversal appealofthe
movie. Although David's case is
moreintense than most, the separation of parent and child is a long
told tale.
We may not need the drama of

Rachmaninoff toexpressourselves,
but "Shine" teaches us that voice,
individual voice, is of utmost importance.We must allfindour own

voice
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Rock veteran Robyn Hitchcock.

Photo courtesy of Bleddyn Butcher

Robyn Hitchcock
is still creating
original sounds
John Kujawski

ContributingReporter

Since 1977,RobynHitchcockhas
entertainedlisteners withhis unique
brandof popmusic.
On his new CD, Moss Elixir he
proveshehasn't lost his touch.
Hitchcock wasoriginally amember of The Soft Boys, which surfaced in Cambridge, England then
moved on to head up his own act,
RobynHitchcock andtheEgyptians.
Now as a solo artist, onbothelectric and acoustic guitars, Hitchcock
has influenced such artists as The
Circle Jerks and SidStraw.
Bothacts currently perform some
of this veteran's highlyoriginalmaterial.

I

Seattle

language

Academy

A decadeago,Hitchcock waswriting songs with titleslike "Vegetable
Friend" and "Eaten By Her Own
Dinner." But on Moss Elixir,
Hitchcock admits to maturing a bit.
"Ieventually foundthose songs to
be sort of childish," Hitchcock said
in a recent interview."I'mprobably
edging more toward gritty and less
towarddisgust.There's apretty fine
line between beauty anddisgust."
Rhino Records, Hichcock's previous label, released a nine album
retro-speclivc in 1995 and thebeginning of '96 ushered in the completion of the debutCD.
Maturity is not the only change in
Hitchcock's music.Henow chooses
to produce his own music. When
Hitchcock went into theproject,however,hehad no recorddeal, no producerand nomoney to pay theband.
Tunes like, "Filthy Bird," took
almost two years while other tracks
like "DeChirico Street" and"Beau-

tifulQueen"happened alittlequicker
and feature such prominent musicians such as James Fletcher and
Dave Woodhead.
On this "solo" tour he has also
added violinist, DeniBonct.

"It's very nice." Hitchcock said,
"When you'yegota rock bandand a
violin, it sounds a bitmelodramatic
but when you have just a guitar and
violin you can get a really good
sound."
This new effort by Hitchcock is
very musically advanced for someone who is basically a self-taught
TOEFL Preparation musician.
"Ireallydidn'thave any training,"
■ Basic Conversation
Hitchcock
said. "I had a nice guitar
» Writing Essentials teacher named
Mr. Dacker. Unfor♥CurrentEvents
tunately, hekept givingmethesame
overandover again for about
ClassesStart February18 lesson
a year."
RobynHitchcock is a livingpiece
340 15thAye.E. ♥Seattle ofrock history and with
MossElixir
he just keeps on re-inventing himself.
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SU should join the
larger community
Meeting tonight provides chance
SeattleUniversityplans on constructing manynewbuildings in the near
—
future from the law school to a new parking garage.The construction
won't beconfined to the existingcampus but will instead reach into the
greatercommunity That is, ofcourse,providingthe plansare approvedby
the Seattle CityCouncil.

.

Residents are concerned by what they perceive as the university's
tendency to turn its back on what is goodfor thecommunity. A commentary from localresident BillZosel in the Seattle Times on Sunday allbut
vilified SU,stating that"the university gradually rose withina living city
neighborhood.That neighborhoodhas been vanquished,not embraced...
The [university's]plan doesnot seize theopportunity to begin toreweave
the frayed urban fabric ofits neighborhood."
This is aterrible perception for others to have about the university, and
is something we should work to rectify. We willhave our chance tonight
at 7 p.m., inthe StimsonRoomof the LemieuxLibrary. Students,faculty,
staffandmembersofthecommunity havebeeninvitedtomeetand discuss
SU's plans and the relationship between the neighborhood and the
university. Studentsneed tocomebearingideas and a willingnesstolisten,
so wecan extend a friendly hand to the peoplearoundus. If wemiss this
opportunity, we risk becoming an ivory tower, stuck in the middle of a
hostile environment.
But students shouldbe interested for more reasons thanmaintaining a
nice university image. A revitalized 12th Avenue would be aboon for
everyonewhois involvedin and around SU,because it would allowus to
visita newcoffee shoporusedbook storeinbetween classes or onthe way
toour nearbyhomes.And weare alsomembers of this community, those
ofus wholive inthe apartmentsandhouses surroundingcampusand those
of us who reside in the dorms. However, local residents don't see
individual students— who willcertainly flood theareaonce thelawschool
settlesinto Seattle— as membersoftheircommunity; they instead seeSU
as an unsympathetic block that is obstructinga better area atmosphere.
In a companioncommentary in the Seattle Times,SU vice-president of
finance Denis Ransmeier wrote: "SeattleUniversity's proposed master
planattempts to retain an imageof a greencampus thatis accessible to the
community as well as its students, faculty and staff."

If we don't enter wholeheartedly into tonight's gathering and make a
real effort tocommunicate with ourneighbors,we willproveRansmeier's
words tobe little more than empty sentiment instead of the genuinehope
for anextendedcommunity thatthey weremeant tobe.We willextinguish
theembersof a lively neighborhood,only to findourselves trapped within
it.Even worse, we will have turned our back ona major aspect ofJesuit
life: reachingout to the community.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Teri Anderson,
Megan McCoid and Staci McDaniel. Signed commentaries
and cartoons reflect the opinions of the authors and not
necessarily thoseof The Spectator, that ofSeattle University or
its student body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be no more than 300 words in length andmust include signatures, addresses and telephonenumbers for verification during
daytime hours.The deadline for letters is Tuesday at 3 p.m. All
letters are subject to editing, and become property of the
Spectator.Send letters viacampus mailor thepostal service to:
The Spectator, Seattle University, 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA
98122, or send e-mail to spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Hurtling down the highway...

The problem behind traffic
congestion is individualism
Slower traffic keep right. It's a
simplelaw;no ambiguitytoastatement like that, unlessyouhappen to
be going the wrong way on a one-

way streetoryouare too inebriated
to tell left from right. But it is the
constant inattention of the Northwest driver to this simple rule of

Butevenall thesesolutions would

PeterLePiane
Spectator Columnist

not prevent me from seeinga VW

Bugdoing 50 in the fast lane in the
highway. The real problem behind
the congestion is individualism.
Behind the wheel and a thousand
pounds of steel (well,maybe aluminumand plastic for the modern
car),people lose theirsense ofcommunity. Rugged individualism is
aliveand well on the highway.Be-

feel. This solution sounded plaudriving that makes me understand sible until recently, when Iread a
how gunfire could occur on the report that demonstrated that talkhighwaysof Los Angeles.Ifit were ing ona carphone while driving is
only minimally safer than driving hind the wheel, "self-interest and
not forthe pacifism of mostNorthwhile intoxicated. So much for my all others be damned" is the stanwesterners,myselfincluded,"Cardard ofthe road.
nage on the Highway"would be a good ideas.
regular segment on the evening
Seattlerecently votedin favorof
What wouldreallymakedriving
news.
the regional transitinitiative in or- better in the Northwest wouldbeif
Many planshave come to mind der to help curb congestion in the peoplewouldrecognizetheroadas
as Iwait in a seaofred tail lightsin Puget Sound area.Public transit is a metaphor forlife. Driving, weare
the morning
in need of all in ourseparate cars, but we arc
commute. My
much im- all moving along the same road.
personalfavorite
provement, The road is our life. Each indiis mounting a
but unless vidual possesses a certain autonoit were not
we can get mous determination, but not to the
rackoflights o
people
the car whic
out
exclusion of other people. Along
pacifism
the
would have a
oftheircars the road, we must allow others to
most
arrow and a sig
and into provideus withthe space for which
reads
more eco- to move around and get where we
that
Northwesterners,
nomical are going. When we get so trapped
"Move over.
myself included,
But that is jus
and envi- inourowninterests, wecauseprobtooexpensiveo
ronmenlems for theindividuals around us.
"Carnage on the
tally The road illustrates how, even
a
college
Highway" would
friendIy though we are individuals,we are
student'sbudget,

If

for
of

be regular
the

andI
am not even
means of
a
sureit would get
transit is all
segment on
the attention of
fornothing.
One
way to
the yuppies on
evening news.
get people
their car phones.
Anothersolution
interested
would involve
in public
mandatory car
transportaphones withyourlicenseplatenum- tion wouldbe tomakemore carpool
ber corresponding to your cellular lanes. If there were three carpool
phone number. That way,if some- lanes and only two single-occuone in front of you is going 45 on pancy lanes, people would either
the Interstate, you can give them a start to carpoolor take an alternate
call and let them know how you form of transportation.

never individuals in isolation.
Ifwearetorecognizethesesimple
truths, maybe then courtesyand not
self-interest willrule theroad.Soil'
go whizzingby you at 65 or 70,
I
please move out of the way. Becausein life,as inpolitics andinthe
road,slowertraffic shouldmove to

the right.
Peter LePiane is a senior
majoringinphilosophy.Herarely
goes under 70.
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Term limits the wrong foot to start off on
Campaign finance reform,citizen involvement better alternative
to this incomplete, potentially damaging proposal

Last week, a proposal that would have

only6or 12 years

made termlimits mandatory formembersof
Congress failed after being put to a vote in

stead of chasing

in Congress. In-

that very body of government.
Thank God that didn't pass!
At best, term limits would provide a superficial "solution" to a much biggerproblem: The citizens of the United States no

the re-election
demon for the
latter halfa term,
they wouldhave

ment, so much so that

the presidential elec-

Don't think

tionhadlessof aturnout thanTanyaHarding
got in Norway.
The people despise Congress, and for
obvious reasons:
" our nationaldeficit is soaring as
our social programsare axed
"non-citizens — organizations like
theNRA ortheSierraClub can
pay to get access to members of
Congress while averageJoeVoter
gets a form letter or a conversa

—

STACIMCDANIEL
Opinion Editor
senators and representatives to help keep

thingsrunning whilethenovice membersof
Congress get acclimated to Washington,
D.C.It is no small task just to find your way
around the halls of Congress, let alone to

make the adjustments becominga functiontionwith a secretary whenhecalls ing member of Congress (or a Congresin with a valid question.
sionalcommittee orsub-committee)require.
But to blame this sorry state of affairs If we accelerate the turnover rate in Conentirely oncareerpoliticians is absurd.The gress, we will lose continuity in Congress.
"lifers"in Congress,like StromThurmond, Valuable time will be wasted waiting for
have certainly benefitted from the status members to test the waterbefore the whole
quo,butgiving themthebootisn'tnecessar- ship is able to get underway.
ily the right thing to do.
We also have to keep in mind just how
First of all, we actually need long-term vulnerable ourpoliticians wouldbe ifgiven

Letter to the Editor:

to be laying out
life plans. The
bulk of them
would be far
from retirement
age, and would
need funds or
employment after leaving their
positions.Major
corporations and
interest groups
would certainly
be willingtoprovide future positions to people
who help them
with legislation.
Some people
argue that perpetual campaigning (and
the need to raise funds to continue this) is
really what leaves
politicians open to
corruption.
Yes, the financial

Dear Mr. Senator,

longerfeel they havea voice intheirgovern-

God's love, not intolerance, is the
basis of Catholic, Jesuit tradition

In his recent letter (Feb. 1 3) in response to your special report"Irreconcilable Differences?" of Feb. 6,
BrianRoach argues that both individualCatholics andCatholicinstitutionssuch as SU shouldmaintain a
staunch intolerance of homosexualrelationships.His argumenthinges onhis description ofa time when
moral decisions "included substantive,Christian-based judgment and reasoning," and on his depiction of

our own day as a fallentimeof valuelessand arbitrary morality.
disagree with
WhileIagree that we should not baseour decisions only on the fashions of the day, I
Mr. Roach's appeal to rationality as the true foundation of morality. The most wonderful aspect of my
Catholic traditionis itsrecognition of grace,of God'srealand surprisingpresence in the world around
me. Godabideseverywhere, at all times, in theheartsof allpeople, in that wonderful and mysterious
thing which is creation. Thisis what makes my life meaningful, sinceIam constantly listening and
watching for how God willreveal God's love for me. From this perspective,Iseek to make decisions
which will open me further to God's love.
Ignatius himself was clear on this issue. Our Catholic faith does not obligate us to adhere to an
absolutely rigid set ofethicalrules which webelieve to embody the truth,but rather to listen to our
deepest desires to find how weare being called to liveour lives.The Spirit abides in our hearts, not in
our brains, and while rationality mayplay a part in discerningamong our desires, it certainly does not

itself constitute the basis ofCatholic morality. Contrary toMr.Roach's claim that SU "was founded
under a veryprejudiced systemof morals," our JesuitCatholicmissionis rooted in the greatestopenness
to discoveringhow God'slove is revealed in the world.
As an individual,I've experienced life and love through friendships withgay and lesbian people,
which leads me to celebrate them and nurture them for what they are: unique, concrete expressions of
God'slove inmy life. As a culture, and as a church, wehave onlybegun to open ourselves to this aspect
ofgrace.By Ignatius's own standard, if our desire as a church is to recognizethe many faces of grace,
we must never adopt an attitude of blind intolerance. We may be missing something far too important.
In Peace,
Brian Huntington
Senior
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you're off the hook
yet, pal.Term JimitS may not be hap-

pening, but "Je're
going after your
OOntPi^utopS.
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groups can give to acandidate. Make them
really tight caps. Put a limit on campaign

finance so that even Joe Voter himself
might have a chance at matching the donations of the group that is seeking deregulastrain of ongoing tionof an industry nearhishouse.Until vast
campaigning is tre- quantities of money are ruled out of the
mendous and taking equation, the scales will never tip in the
away the option of favor of the typical citizen and will never
another term would evenhover neara favorablesituation for the
alleviate some of the underprivileged.

temptation tosell out.
Term limits aren't
going toaddress that
issue in the way it
needs to be addressed. It's been
showntime and again
—
that it's easier and

—

therefore cheaper

to get an incumbant
re-elected than it is
to get

a new candi-

dateplacedin office.
How is creating an

even greaterdemand
for would-be politicians going to ease
the situation?
And it's also im-

Term limits will do little

to benefit

the

American public. They could potentially
endanger the increasingly fragile state of
thosepoliticians stillrelativelyuncorrupted
in Washington, D.C.We need to stop wasting time on such matters and insteadfocus
on those issues whichcould really make a
positive change in the political system.
Even more, we need to stop fighting each
other, onegroupagainst the next,and wage
waron those whoseek toeliminate us from
the political process.It is a simple thing to
distract the voters from corruption when
they are alreadybickeringoverwhogets the
most government assistance and who deserves to face a cut.
It is of crucial importance that citizens
realizethat theyare capable of ousting even

the most entrenched politician from office.

the need for campaigning demonstrates that citizens

Not only that, weneed to call, fax, email or
send letters to our Congressional delegates
and let them know what is important and
what is not to the people they are supposed

actually do have an

to represent.

out, a

The power belongs to the peopleonly if
they are willing to take it back and work to
hold onto it. Term limits do nothing but
further disempower the voter by conveying
themessagethat they can'tbe trustedto vote
a rotten apple out of a barrel. We need
campaign financereform, rapidly followed

portant to note

built-in

that

term

limit for their members of Congress.
It's called a gen-

eral election.
What really needs
to be done,

first and

foremost, is cam-

—

by citizen reform both in terms of voter
paignfinancereform. participation and in terms of a general willGo after the organi- ingness to force their politicians to pay atzations that seek to tention— inorder to escape the quicksand
buy our leaders by of political disenfranchisement the Americutting of'l theirabil- can peoplehave found themselves in.
ity todonate.Putcaps
on how often and

Staci McDaniel is a junior political
science major. She is also the Opinion
action committees
Editor of the Spectator and has sent
(PACs) and interest
email to all sorts ofelected officials.
how much political
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MATT ZEMEK Sports Editor

Not so romantic
With Valentine's Day just six days past, Iwant to make a
sportsman'splea to allof you.Iwant todiscourage youfromhaving
alove affair withtheNBA.I'mnotsaying that you shouldn' t support
the Sonics passionately or should shun the NBA altogether. Ijust
think that youought to keep a few things in mindabout the world of
pro basketball in general.
FirstofalI,noprofessional sporthas moreoutrageoussalaries than
basketball.It is thefirst sport tobreak the$ 100 millionsalarybarrier.
ShaquilleO'Neal($121million over7years)and AlonzoMourning
($105 million over 7 years)reaped the benefitsof the NBA's loose
and permissive salary systemlast year. Ahost ofother players who
aren't even all-stars aremaking $60-90 million inmulti-yearcontracts.

Thiscultureof wealthandmaterial excess hascreatedanoutlandish senseofentitlement among young basketball players. The best
collegiatehoopsters inAmericausually leave after their sophomore
seasons.Practically no one stays forhis senior yearifhe's projected
to be a high draft pick after hissecond or third yearof college.
Moreover, two high school players, Kevin Garnett and Kobe
Bryant,jumped directly to the NBA in the past two years. Bryant
thoughthe was owedthe worldcoming out of high school.So deep
washis sense ofentitlement that,before last year's NBA draft, he
released lists of teams he "would" and "wouldn't" play for. These
kinds of things do not happen infootball or baseball.
Secondly,NBA regular season gamesare virtually meaningless.
The 1994Sonics went 63-19andlostinround one;the 1995Houston
Rockets went 48-34 and won itall.I
can tell you right now the final
teams
four
from each conference for the 1997 NBA Playoffs: the
Sonics,Lakers, JazzandRockets inthe West; the Bulls,Knicks,Heat
and Pistons in the East. Yet, the playoffs don't start until the last
Thursday of April.
Third,NBA gamessimply aren't agoodproduct,especially for the
money.DavidStern, theNBA'scommissioner,has done a magnificentjob of marketing the league,bothhere andabroad. TheNBA's
stars and big events consistently get more publicity and coverage
around the globe than the showcases ofother sports.TheNBA sells
moreparaphernalia than the other pro leagues. Arenas stay packed
year after year despite constantly rising ticket prices (the Sonics
beingone such case).
However,behind all themarketable dunks,dazzling 360° moves
and "in-yo'-face"rejections lies a grimreality: NBA players can't
shoot and score like theyused to. About 80percentof the (roughly)
1,400 NBA games played this season have totaled less than 200
points, or 100 for each team. In the 1980's, the golden age of pro
basketball,a hard-fought defensive game would stillhave a 105-100

score; today,a defensive game is 80-75.

Thisregrettable de-evolution of theprogame isdue to thepassing
(pun intended)ofthe greatplayers of the 1980's, combinedwith the
efforts ofinferior teams to remain competitive. In the '80s,Magic,
Bird, Dr. J and Isiah put a premium on artful passing and cutting,
which made for fluid team halfcourt offense. Their disappearance
has left NBA offenses stagnant and sluggish.
The NBA, as commissioner Sternwould not want youto believe,
is anything but the graceful and artful game that it should be;rather,
it is a boring spectacle of stagnant, grinding and overlyphysical
halfcourt play. That doesn't soundlike the stuff that love affairs are
made of.
If you valueyourmoneyanda goodproduct, you shouldn'tpay to
seeNBA regular season games. They're not worthyof your love.

Third-set frustrations
Women's tennis team loses to UPS
Matt Zemek
SportsEditor
TheSeattleUniversitywomen's
tennis team lost5-2 to theUniversity ofPuget Sound last Saturday,
but the overall match came down
to one tiebreaker and two games.
SU's Megan Joyce lost a
tiebreaker in thethirdand deciding
set of her match, whileTriciaLee
battled through three tough sets,
only to lose 7-5 in the third.If the
Lady Chieftains had won the two
matches,they wouldhave wonthe
meet, 4 points to 3.
Marcie Scott and Denise
Ayakawaposted SU's twosingles
wins,while ErinWellerandChaise
Ewert lost their singles matches.
TheLady Chieftains dropped two
out of three doubles matches for

UPS' 5th point and the final margin of victory.
The teamislearninghow to translate a sound mental game into an
effective mix of shots and skills.
HeadcoachB.J.Johnson voiced a
mix of concern and optimism in
assessing the performance.
"We're still having problems
with the management of our
mistakes...(but)it's notsomething
that happens overnight," Johnson

said. "We'll get better."
Johnson explained that a good

mental approachgivesaplayeradvantagesontwo fronts: shotmaking
and thepsychological chess match
with one's opponent. He applied
this explanation to two of the
singlesmatches from theUPSmeet.
"Marcie (Scott) did a good job
of taking the net away from her
opponent,"Johnsonsaid,referring
toScott's straight-set win.Johnson
notedthatScott,whoisprimarilya

baseliner, attacked her opponent
selectively by coming intothe net
in the middle of baseline rallies.
Such a balanced, all-court game
comes from a composed and relaxed mindset. Overall, Johnson

emphasizedthe team'sneed tomix
shots and look for weaknesses in

an opponent.

In assessing Tricia Lee's hardfought loss, Johnson saidthatLee
needs to "projecta winningimage
to her opponent," explaining that
"your opponentrelaxesmore" if a
player's expressions reflect the
smallest lackofconfidence.

Net Results

SUmatch summary

In women's competition, singles matches count for onepoint,
as inmen's competition. However, unlike themen's division,the
three doubles matches count for just one total point.
As a result,a women's teammatchisa best-of-7 contest, while the
men play abest-of-9 match, with each doubles matchcounting
for one point each. Also, women's doubles matches consist ofone
"pro set," or an extended,8-game set, while men's doubles
matches are theusual format (three 6-game sets).
February 15 vs.University of Puget Sound
UPS 5,SU2
Singles

1.Erin Weiler LOST toMori Hrebener, 6-3, 6-3
2.Megan Joyce LOST to Jeanne Moar,6-4, 1-6,7-6
3.Marcie Scott DEFEATED Judy Jonasso,6-0, 6-2
4.Denise Ayakawa DEFEATED Myra Jacobs, 6-3, 6-0
5.TriciaLeeLOST to Kristen Bourds, 6-7, 6-4, 7-5
ChaiseEwert LOST to Ariel Johnson,6-0, 6-0

H.

ingles results: UPS 4, SU' 2

Doubles
1. Weller/Ayakawa LOST to Hrebener/Moar, 8-6
2.Joyce/LeeDEFEATED Jonasso/Stacy Porter, 8-3
3.Scott/Ewert LOST to Jacobs/Johnson, 8-5
UPS winsdoubles set, 2 matches to 1.
UPS gets 1 doubles point.
Final Result: UPS 5, SU2

Chieftain Basketball Roundup

Seattle U. 92, at St. Martin's
80- Shannon Welch and Erin

At Northwest College 83,SeattleU.82 (OT)- A layup with 15

Brandenburg combined for 63

secondsleftcarriedthe Eagles toa

points, leading the Lady Chief-

non-conference winovertheChief-

tains (10-13, 3-5 PNWAC) past
the Saints on Saturday.
Welch wasalIover thefloor(not
to mention the stat sheet), hitting
74 percent ofher shots (1 4 for 1 9),
making 8 of9 free throws,racking
up 7 steals, and adding5rebounds
and 3 assists. She made
Brandenburg's 27 points, an individual seasonhigh, seem quietby
comparison. Brandenburg was 8
of 13 (62 percent) from the field
and8 of 10 from the foul line.
SU's92points, Welch's 14made
field goals, and Welch's 7 steals
all set team recordsfor the year.

tains (10-14, 4-4 PNWAC). The
win was sealed when SU missed a
free throw in the final seconds of
the extraperiod.

Mack Junior drew a foul with
three seconds left and the Chieftains trailing 83-81 Hehithis first
free throw butmissed the second,

.

givingNorthwest College the win.
Two Chieftains excelled in the
loss. Mark Stottlemyre led all
Chieftains inscoringwith26points.
Roger Hammond had a monster
night for SU, scoring 18 points
while tearing down 24 rebounds,
16 of themat the defensive end.

CHIEFTAINSTATSHEET
Thursday,February 13 vs. Western Washington
TeamLeaders

Points:Mack Junior, 21,Corey Hitzemann,Mark Stottlemyre, and
RogerHammond, all with 16.
Rebounds:Hammond. 23 (17 defensive), Stottlemyre, 7.

Assists: Paysinger, 5.
KeyStats: SU was 31of37(84 percent)at the foul line,outscoring
Western 31-7 from the line. Stottlemyre converted 8 of 9 free
throws, andHitzemannhit7of 8.NoSU player missed more than
one free throw.

NOTEBOOK

Forher outstandingperformance
against St. Martin's on Saturday,
SU point guard Shannon Welch
wasnamed thePNWAC player of
the week. (See the women's game
summary on this page.) Welch's
contributions in several statistical

categories gave the Lady Chieftains a much-needed road win.
On the men's side, SU center
RogerHammond wasnamed the
PNWAC player of the week for
his rebounding efforts. Against
Western last Thursday (see page
13), Hammond pulled down a
PNWAC-record 23 rebounds.
Then, twodayslateragainst Northwest College, Hammond grabbed

24 boards.
While the men'steamhostsCentral Washington in a critical
PNWAC game this Saturday, the
women's team will visit Central
Washington with a lot atstake (tipoff is at 7:00 p.m.) If the Lady

Chieftains defeat the Wildcats,they
willclinch the numberfour seedin
the PNWAC tournament. The
fourth position is significant because it willgiveSUhomegamein
the first round of the tournament.
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By interior design: SU tops Western
Chieftains assert

themselves in the paint
against Vikings
Matt Zemek
SportsEditor

With their fortunes in the
PNWACplummeting overthelast
three weeks, the members of the
Seattle University men's basketball team had to look inside- both
literallyand figuratively.
They did that lastThursday,defeating Western Washington 8069 in a gut-check,must wingame.
Unlike games past, the Chieftains
(10-13, 4-4PNWAC) claimedvictory by dominatingin the paint at
the offensive end.
Three weeksago,SU wasundefeated in the conference, in good
position to defend its regular seasonconference title.After four conference losses, the Chieftains are
nowbattling forthe league'snumber two seedin the upcoming conference tournament, which begins
on March 5. (Central Washington
clinched the 1997 PNWAC title
onFebruary 8.)The second spotis
important because it would give
SU a first-round bye and home
court in the tournament semifinals
on March 8.
In ordertostay in the runningfor
that second position, beating the
Vikings (11-10, 3-4 PNWAC) was
a must. SUheadcoach AlHairston
was relieved with the win and
pleased with his team's effort in
such a high-stakes game.

"There was acertain amount of
urgency (tonight)," he said. "We
were slippingin the wrong direction."
Early on, the Chieftains were
shootingin the wrong direction,
butcheringopen three point shots
and layups. A stone coldSU team
mustered just 13 points in the first
12:40 of' the game. Fortunately,
Western sperimeter shooting was
not particularly sharp as well. At
the end of arugged and ugly first
half,the Vikings had a 33-29 lead.
With the hopes of this season
staring them in the face,the Chieftainsrespondedaftcrthebreak with
their best half of basketball this
year.SUsmotheredWestern, play-

ing tight, suffocating man-to-man
defense,overplayingpassinglanes

and controlling the boards. The
Chieftains, playing

with playoff

intensity,didnot allowWestern to
get the ballinside withany consistency.
As good as their defense was,

SU won this game because it did
whatit has not beenable todo over
the last few seasons: establish itself in the interior at the offensive
end.
TheChieftains attacked thebasket relentlessly, driving aggressively and making good entry
passes into the post. SU's aggressiveness was shownby the fact that
they got into the bonus(7 Western
teamfouls)atthe!3:18markofthe
secondhalf.Freethrowsaccounted

for22ofSU's51secondhalfpoints.
Furthermore,nine of SU's 13 sec-

ond half field goals came within
ten feetofthebasket(see the Spectator Shot Chart, below).
HairstonattributedSU's success
inside to "high energy on Roger
(Hammond)

and

(Mark)

Stottlemyre's part." He praised
their "commitment to get something done inside."

Hammond's post-gameappearance was reflective of his effort
and toughness inside. Early in the
game, he suffered a cut above his
left eye,andhe latergot dinged up
while trying todefend afast break.
He said that being aggressive was
a top priority in practice the last
few days.
"I think that when wecome out
aggressive, we're a hard team to
beat,"Hammond said. "But when
wecome out and react,it's so hard
to get back the tempo (we want)."

This was ablueprint of a good
victory and a high-level perfor-

mance. If SU can duplicate this
blueprint two more times, against
Central Washington (February22)
and Lewis and Clark (March I),
the Chieftains should get the two
seedand a legitimatechance to win
thePNWAC tournament.

Ryan

Nishio / Photo Editor

RogerHammond (40) literallyplayed above the rim Thursdaynight,snagging23 reboundsfor SU.

ONDECK
Thisweek's featured game
for the Chieftains
Saturday, February 22 vs.
Central Washington, Connolly
Center, 7:00p.m.

Game outlook: The Chieftains play their lastregular seasonhome game in thePNWAC
against the league's1997regular seasonchampions. OnJanuary 30, SUgave Central a stiff
test before falling inovertime.
This time around, the Chieftains need more than a moral
victory against the Wildcats.
With a loss,SUwill likely lose
its shot at thenumber two seed
andafirsl-round byein theconference tournament.
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SU Team field goals,second half: 13 of 29, 45 percent
SU Team field goals,game: 22 of 59, 37 percent
TeamLeader:Mack Junior, 8 of 14, 57 percent

For SU's Bancroft, the sky's the limit
Erik Berninger

StaffReporter

Thecrowd buzzes with enthu-

siasm at Seattle University men's
basketballgames when#25checks

in at the scorer's table.
As HaydenBancroft enters the
game Chieftain fans hope to sec
him perform a dunk. Bancroft, a
junior from Delta, Alaska, has a
vertical leap ofover 40 inches.His
incredible leaping ability has enabledhim toexcitecrowds withhis
array of dunks. "I like to dunk
because itmakes basketball exciting," Bancroft explained.

Bancroft began playing basketballin his freshmanyearofhigh
school. His athletic ability caught
the eyes of many coaches earlyin
his development.
"At one of thebasketball camps
Iwent to, an ex-player of the Detroit Pistons (now) turned coach
told me Ihad more potential than
the rest of the players in the prohad noidea whathe meant,"
gram.I
Bancroft said.
During his freshman year with
the junior varsity team,herealized
he possessed the ability to dunk.
"In practice one day,I was doing
lay-up drills when Iwent up for a

rebound.Ilooked in front of me,
and there was the rim,"Bancroft
described. By the end of the season, he was dunking in games.

When asked about his jumping
ability Bancroft said, "It's something completely natural. Ihave
always been able to jumphigh."
Over the years he hasbeen able
torefine his skills, enablinghim to
perform many different dunks.
Bancroft stated, "Ilove to do the
360 degree dunk."
Bancroft's way of dunking is
considered more difficult because
he takes off with both feet and

"Mydunkingstyle isall my own,"
Bancroft said. "I can't palm the
ball, and I've never liked to take

off with one foot, soI've adapted
this style."
Bancroft came to theChieftains
this year fromEdmondsCommunity College. "I hope to bring a
spark to the team every time I
come off the bench," he said.
Even though Bancroft has received littleplaying time, he feels
that his gamehasimprovedgreatly.
"Coach Hairston has really
taught me to focus on the court. I
had never really engaged in this
typeofmental preparationbefore,"

Bancroft said."Itnot onlyhas benefited my game, but it has also
helpedme in life."
TheChieftains have had a rough
ride of late, losing four straight
games in the PNWAC. However,
the team responded with an impressive win over Western Wash-

ington last Thursday. Bancroft expressed confidence in the team's
abilitytosustain goodmomentum.
"We need to dominateand win,
likeI
know we can," he declared.
As fans hope to see him with
theball in the open court,Bancroft
is striving tohelpSU forthe stretch
run of the season.
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Jesse Walter: SU men's tennis ace
Jason

lichtenberger

Staff Reporter
Jessie Walter has startedoff this
year in line fashion, as he tries to
lead a restructuredSeattleUniversity men's tennis team back to the
national tournament.
A junior on the team,he won the
Rolex Regional tournament in
Lewiston, Idaho earlierin the year,
beating a member of the Bolivian
Davis Cup team in the finalmatch.
The winearned him a spot in the
Rolex National tournament in
Memphis,Term., in which the winners of the eight regional tournaments participated. He took sixth
place in that tournament,suffering
a loss to the second-ranked singles
player in the nation.
Walter has a muchdifferent role
on the team this year. Last year,in

the number two spot, he went un-

defeated allyear. This year, however, Walter has moved into the
number one spot
with the loss of last
players

"There's definitely a lot more
pressure this year,"
Walter said. "Last
year, some of the
competitionwasn't
that great, which
made it easy to lose
focus at times. I
don't think Icould
get away with that
this year."

allthe wayto thethirdround, where
helost to the eighth-rankedplayer,
buthe felt it wasa winnablematch.
"I felt like Iwas beating him
most ofthematch," saidWalter. "I
cramped up in the end and lost
control of the contest."
Walter hopes that these experiences will carry him to the next

level. He has played against and
beaten some of the toprankedcollcge tennisplayersin the
nation. Even the matches he has
lost have all been very close.
"We have some new faces this
year, and Ihope Ican help them
out," said Walter. "We have the
experience ofbeingin the tournament last year, and hopefully we

Onceagain SeattleU.and Lewis
and Clark State lookto be the two
favorites. In Walter's freshman
year,LC Statebeat out the Chieftains to advance to the national
tournament. Last year, the Chieftains avengedthat loss with a victory over LC State to advance to
thenationals.
Thisweekendmeansa lotfor the

Chieftains. They play three
matches, one of them against LC
State.

Along with a tough conference
schedule, the team will do some
travelling over spring break, facing someoftheNAIA's topteams.

The teamis currentlyranked 16th
in thenation.Walter isranked33rd
in the nation insingles, and he and
can pass thaton."
" He added,"It's a very
teammateJeffScottareranked 12th
intimidatin thenation in doubles.
ing tournament, but having been
Ifhecontinueshisexcellentplay,
there before, we know what it taRyan Nishio / Photo Editor
Walter
should easily qualify for
kes."
the
national
tournament.
knows
road
to
Walter also
the
Jesse Walter workson a tennis court, as he has since he was six.
the tournament will not be a
"I would like to improve on my
performance last
year (in the na"They were who Ilooked up to ketball. Inhisjuniorycar,he earned
tional tournawhen Iwas little," said Walter. second team all-state honors.
"They introduced me to the game, Walter had the opportunity to play
ment)," Walter
said. "I feel likeI and they were the only coaches I on the Seattle University men's
basketball team, but passed it up
could have gone had when Iwas learning."
This all led to a very successful
due to time constraintsand the fact
farther last year."
He
that the basketball and tennis seaadded,
high
He
"It's
school career for Walter.
Eisenhower
School
sons
High
overlap.
such a huge tour- attended
wouldlove
tobe anall-AmeriYakima,
won
state
"I
nament that a lot
in
wherehe
the
selection,"
saidWalter.
(tennis)
singles
junior
the
title
in
both
his
and
can
on
luck
"That is a goal Ihope to attain
your draw. senior campaigns.
graduate."
He was alsohalf of the doubles
before I
Walter,
his mother and Fortunately last
At this point,it lookslike Walter
statechampionship teamhis sophoyear, Ihad a restepfather
could verywellaccomplish that. It
ally good draw." more year. He was an all-conferWalter has
ence selection allfour yearsinhigh seems as thecompetitionimproves
beenplaying ten- school, where he lost only one and the pressure begins tobuild on
Walter, he calmly steps his game
cakewalk. The Pacific Northwest nis sincehe was six years old. He singles matchhis entire career.
An all-aroundathlete, Walterwas up another notch.
Athletic Conference always procame to lovethe game through his
Thatis the mark ofa champion.
alsoan all-leagueselection forhasmom and his stepfather.
vides some tough competition.

looked up to
They were who I
when I
was little. They
introduced me to the game, and
they were the only coaches I
had when Iwas learning.
Jesse

After goingundefeated lastyear,
Walter qualified for theNAIA national tournament. He advanced

on
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SU crew looks ahead
to Spring season
MATT ZEMEK
SportsEditor
Callingall short people:
The Seattle University Crew
Team needs you.
Advertisements have recently
appeared on campus, appealing to
people short of stature, but tall on
endurance and talent. One adjust
outside the computer lab in the
EngineeringBuildingsays thatthe
team needs "small, enthusiastic

people to steer boats."
Is this really the way to get new
recruits For a team?
SU crew captain Tony Vallu/zo
thinks so.
"On the Olympic level,therower
isin thebest shapeofany athlete in
any sport," he said. Valluzzo feels
that it's useless to make rowing
sound pleasant or fun, becauseof
the genuinely grueling nature of
the sport and the need to fully devote oneself to the sport.
"Rowing is more of a way of
life," Valluzzo said. "No matter
how much you do it, there's no
guarantee you're going to do it

perfectly."

its bare essence,Valluzzosaidthat
rowingisacombinationofstrength

Ifnot perfection,the members of
the team can at least achieve consistency, whichcomes from competition and a desire topush teammates to a higher level. That's
where the need for new bodiesnew recruits -comes in.
Valluzzo also chose to be truthful- though somewhatgraphic -in
his ads because he wanted to attract people who are intellectually
curious about the toll that rowing
takes on the body.
Noting that a Ph.D. was on the
1996 U.S. Olympic rowing team,
Valluzzo said that an intellectual
dimension helpsin rowing.
Knowing how to push oneself
and test one'sphysical limits goes
beyond the term "mental disci-

"The skill (ofrowing)involves
applying as much strength as you
can at the same time," he said.
Theability amongallrowers (4
or8 perboat-see sidebox)tomake
their strokes and the same time is
crucial. Ifthe timingofthe strokes
is out ofsync, theboat willnot get
a full and direct push. Thecoxswain has three principal duties,
among others:
"Guiding the powerof therowers' strokes
" Informing the rowers of the
position of the boat in relation to
other boats and the finish line
"Guiding the rowers insteering

pline."

the boat

Waking up at 4 in the morning
andpracticing at 5:15, as the team
sometimes does, willcertainlytest
a person's limits.
"It's like taking five extra credits," Valluzzo said.

" TheCraft
Reducing the craft of rowing to

and rhythm.

CREWTEAMLINGO
4's ANDBs:4and 8-personboats,the twotypes ofcompetitions
SIZEOF A CREW: 4 or 8 rowers plus acoxswain
COXSWAIN'S DUTIES:Informrowers of their place relative
toother boats;inform rowers about the remainingdistance inarace;
steersthe boat;coaches therowers;paces the rowersand the strength
of their strokes
SHELL: another name for the boat
FACTSABOUTA SHELL: weight- 250pounds;length- about
65 feet; width- 2 to 2.5 feet
"IN 2,POWER10": A coxswain's directions to therowers.The
direction specifically means: "in two strokes, start rowing more
powerfully for the next ten strokes." The rowers will sustain their
previouspace for the nexttwostrokes, andthen goharderfor the next
ten.Thisis done sothattherowers can anticipate the needtoincrease
their strength and energy.
SU CREW MILESTONES: Won last year's Northwest RegionalChampionship in the Men's 4'sdivision.
CURRENT SU VARSITY ROSTER: Eric Leonard, Jared
Ellerbrock,JimHidalgo,KeithUfer,RyanMonahan,Monica Routt,
andcaptainTony Valluzzo.
PRACTICE SITE: Lake Washington Rowing Club on Lake
Union.
SPRING MEET SCHEDULE: The Chieftains will have four
meets this spring,beginning witha meeton March22. The time and
placeof the meet will be announced inan upcoming edition of The
Spectator.

" History
In the 19705, SU's men's varsity team was an equal match for
the University of Washington on

Seattle's celebrated college row-

In 1988, the crew program was
revived by agroup ofnine women,
and two years later,a men's team

ing scene.

was formed.

However, the program

last much longer.

did not

Last year, SU won the men's
fours division at the Northwest

RegionalRowingChampionships.
It's a sign that the SU crew programis moving steadily down the
stream- as longas oxygensupplies

remain plentiful.

Pi DeKa, ft.Criminal Justice
holding
Honor Society, will be,„
meetingsevery second Tues.ofc
each month at 7:30 AM in the
Cafe. Non-members
Bellarmine
"
are welcome!t
Contact Jenny Sommers if you
have any questions
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Male nursingstudent
needed for disabled young
man once a month from Sat
@6pm to Sunday noon, send
response to P.O. Box 30872
Seattle, WA 98 1 03(including
salary requested).

"

Spring and Summer
Opportunities
Counselors,cooks, lifeguards, wranglers wanted
for residential summer
camps in WA. Programming includes:horsemanship, sailing, sports, wilder-

W^^W^^
*EARNEXTRA INCOME*
Earn $2OO-$5OO weekly mailing
phone cards For information
send a self-addressed stamped
enve ope to: Inc.,P.O. Box 0887,

neSS trinninp
leacner/
triPP>ng. Teacher/

\a- ."; rL
f JJ1O4.
tii*a
Miami,

n*»pHf»H tor
Natnralict«
fnr
Naturalists needed

Receptionist/Administrative
Assistants needed
P^Twork for 2 students. $7.00/
hour, one student works from
8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and the
other will work from 1 2:30p.m.
5:00p.m. We are a law firm
located downtown. Light typing.
Experience is a plus. Fax resume

-

°

EXTRA INCOME
FOR
run *Q7
»/
Earn $500-$ 1000 weekly

stuffing envelopes. For
details-Rush $1.00 with Sase
to: Group Five
6547 North Academy Blvd.
Dept N
ColoradoSprings, CO.80918
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777,

c^m

Ime'

iinV
9260 for listings.

Off CampusBible Study
Tuesdays at 8:30 PM at
First Presbyterian, located
on 8th and Madison, 4th
floor. Find encouragement
for your soul. 624-0644.
7

a!t'exdusi ve'fy
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READING BOOKS. Part

"ttertht"
Tafa Te CyS

b C 1
(206)382-4562/

at

campcyo@aol.com
Area promotions
RepresentativeWanted
Film advertising company
seeks an outgoingj reliabie
person to place posters on
store windows. Flexible
schedule/special projects.
tinfl,,4.1pnp
$10/hr +gas EOE.
(»uuj«3Z-0Z3U.

$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time. AtHome. Toll
Free ( ) 800-898-9778 Ext.T9260 for listings
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I 77beauty
your natural
Enhance
with quality cosemetics and
skincare products. Leave a
message at 270-3818 (24 hr. line).

SERVICES
International students.DV-1
Greencard Program avaiable.l 800-773-8704. Applications
close Feb-24-97. Cost $29

,

ADOPTION
Happy> oving) coIlege educated)
finacially-secure Caucasian
family h
tQ adopt heahhy
newborn. Promises: lots of love,
a nter and lu abies: % p
apd exdti fami
f of
....,,
vacations; gentle, loyal black Lab
puppy eager for playmate: and
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collect (206) 485-2512.

$$FAST FUNDRAISER$$
Raise up to $1250 in one
week! Greeks> clubs>
motivativated individuals.
Easy-no finacial obligation.(800) 862-1982Ext.33
MATH " CHEMISTRY -SAM
buden m §
instmctor and tutor 6 years
BUSISNESS " HISTORY TED
HEIKF B.A., M.B.A.
Personalized tutoring 10AM-1 1PM 7
days.
4224 UNIVERSITY WAY
545-0380

,
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YES!!!! IWANT TO RUN A CLASSIFIED AD WITH
THESPECTATOR!

COST IS $2 per line for business opportunities, $1 per line for SU students and staff. One line equals 27 letters and spaces.
Sorry, but no personals. All Classifieds must be submitted by Tuesday at 3 p.m. for the Thursday edition. Pre-pay, please.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
PHONENUMBER:
My classfied as should appear under the
My adshould read:

STATE/ ZIPCODE:

heading. It should run in the

issue(s).

Send forms to: THE SPECTATOR, 900 BROADWAY, SEATTLE, WA 98122. ATTN: MEREDITH or call 296-6474
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if you meet me, illmeet you...
Activities Committee meets on Wednesdays from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in SUB 205.
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ASSU Council meetings are held on Tiaesdays from 7:45-9:45 p.m. in SUB 205

taking applications for the
Financial Coordinator position
noopiiaiil Seeking someone to be Cost Center Manager
Onmiiin to tho CUD HCdr
y!JU! to ASSU Council and all registered clubs of
UUllllliy
111 lIIU OUD
Seattle U. Training will be 4-5 paid hours a
9*l-51nri-fllfP
¥ NSIIIIPQ
ydiiiub IlltPl
l
1 diiu
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week for Spring
arter and
tion remis
February 28,1997
sion for next year.
am,
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ASSU
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-Movies
-FOOSBaII
-MUSIC
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Applications are available in the ASSU office
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in SUB 203, and Campus Assistance Center and are due Marcj1 3 Cau 296-6050 for
more information, or contact Ly Phan, the
current Financial Coordinator, at 296-6045.
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WANNA SHOW OFF?
i17 Apply to bring your art/performance/
humanities or science research to

mt
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All-Discipline Project Symposium

on Friday April 4, 1997
Applications due March 3 1997
For more mformafon call Dr. Jackels at 296-5946.
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is sponsoring a networking night for SU
students, especially Engineering students. Come enjoy dinner

and speakers with SU alumni. SWE elections will be held at
5:45 p.m., right before the dinner.

Anyone interestedin running shoulde-mail Anna Nguyen at annan@seattleu.edu.

Forband selections> contact
Sarah Mariani or send demo packs.
Selections^ be made at the endof
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Search
, for perfect justice, Man-made law vs.

God s Law in Jewish-Christian-Islamic faith.

Join us Wednesday, February 26y from 12 to
1:15p.m. in the Wyckoff Auditorium to listen to a Guest Speakerfrom UW.

.
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Alpha Kappa Psi brings to you these two events:
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mus on c >ruary 27, from 12 td

P-m f° r a professional makeover event presented by Nordstrom
MAC cosmetics in Pigott 101.

®^%0

Admission: $3
Society of Women Engineering

band selection is taking place now!

_,
Where IS (jrOd 111 U.iS. law /

Students who are: 1) 24 years of age or older
2) anyone who hasn't continued their
education directly after high school
or 3) people who wont complete their
degree within the traditional 4 year
period.

SWE Student and Alumni Networking Night
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Wanted: NOII-Traditional
constituency members!

3et connected and call Patty Linehan,Non-Traditional
Rep @ 296-6050 or e-mail linehanp@seattleu.edu
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the

Small group discussions on topics that Igenerate, that
the Administration asks for feedback on, or items that
fou want to discuss. Flexible hours, cookies & milk, and
conversations via e-mail!
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Page prepared by the ASSU office. Thispage is for registered clubs and organizations to advertise information about
their events. For information, contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.

